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BIKEPROTECTION

THE SAFEST PROTECTOR

UNIQUE PRODUCT

SIMPLE YET INGENIOUS DESIGN

Our Komperdell Protector Pack guarantees best comfort and maximum safety. The protec-
tor is soft and flexible because of the dual density foam that adapts to the body contours 
when worn. We offer safety and protection and a variety of extras e.g. wasser reservoir, 
storm jacket or raincover. Our protectors are multi impact  compliant and washable.

Whereas protectors are standard in motorcycling and skiing, the concept is relatively new 
to the bike market although the need for protection is probably greater than in one of the 
previously mentioned fields. We completely rethought the conventional concept of a bike pro-
tector. Instead of integrating a protector plate into an existing backpack, we concentrated 
all our energy on developing an ergonomically perfect protector and then combine it with a 
smartly designed pack. There is no additional weight by the protector.

20 years of experience as market leader for motorcycle, wintersports and equestrian pro-
tectors give us the know-how and experience to develop a truly unique concept for a bike 
protector. We are the only brand to develop and manufacture our own protector technology. 
This gives us the unique opportunity to develop the pack and protector as one cohesive unit.

The N°1 in protection is indispensable  on your bike.
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PROTECTIONMOUNTAINBIKE

MTB-PRO
PROTECTORPACK

art. # 6338-213 art. # 6339-04art. # 6340-230

art. # 6348-02

art. # 6349-02

art. # 6350-02

2 31

Optional: 
 BATTERYPACK 

 padded pack for spare battery

 NOTEBOOKCASE S - M - L
 padded pack for Pads/Notebooks

 STORM JACKET XS - XL
 waterproof and breathable jacket

Inclusive: 

 WATER RESERVOIR 2L
 RAINCOVER 

Sizes:  unisex
 black/green; S - M - L

 black/blue; M - L
 black/malbec; S - M

Features: 
 multilayer Cross 7.1 FB back protector made of 

   adaptive dual-density foam, EN-approved 1621-2
 Raincover included

 lightweight and flexible
 highest safety values

 slim kidney belt for perfect fit
 washable

Ergonomically perfect protector for 
mountainbikers. A fantastic fit and 

enough storage for all eventualities. 

HELMET HOLDER

DRINK BOTTLE POCKET

INTEGRATED RAIN COVER
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BIKEPROTECTION

Our Urban Pack combines best protection with practial and clever
 details. Therefore we have replaced a conventional rain cover with 
a waterproof Storm Jacket. You are always best protected with our 
integrated Storm Jacket, no matter if the sun is shining or if 
it‘s raining. Exactly right for a city trip or everyday commute.

PERFECT PROTECTION 
AT ANY WEATHER CONDITIONS

Protector and Urban pack in one –
best protection without additional weight.
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URBAN
PROTECTORPACK

art. # 6346-02

PROTECTIONURBAN

art. # 6349-02

NOTEBOOK CASE

431 2

Sizes:  unisex
 black; XS - XL

Features: 
 multilayer Cross 7.1 FB back protector made of 

   adaptive dual-density foam, EN-approved 1621-2
 back protection

 waterproof storm jacket included
 lightweight and flexible

 highest safety values
 slim kidney belt for perfect fit

DRINK BOTTLE
POCKET

INTEGRATED 
STORM JACKET

instead of a conventional 
raincover

Sizes:  S - M - L

HELMET HOLDER
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art. # 6347-02

MTB ECO / RENTAL
PROTECTORPACK 

PROTECTIONRENTAL

art. # 6348-02

art. # 6349-02

art. # 6350-02

Sizes:  unisex
 black/green; S - M - L

Features: 
 multilayer Cross 7.1 FB back protector made of 

   adaptive dual-density foam, EN-approved 1621-2
 Raincover included

 lightweight and flexible
 highest safety values

 slim kidney belt for perfect fit
 washable

 individual logo possible

EN-approved 1621-2, because 
safety is the top priority when it

 comes to rental protection.

HELMET HOLDER

DRINK BOTTLE
POCKET

Optional: 

 NOTEBOOKCASE S - M - L
 padded pack for Pads/Notebooks

 STORM JACKET XS - XL
 waterproof and breathable jacket

Inclusive: 

 RAINCOVER

UNLIMITED MULTIPLE IMPACT PROTECTION 
need not to be changed afer a crash

WASHABLE
impact protection will not reduced

padded pack for spare battery

 CERTIFIED ACCORDING TO EN 1621-2
exceeds the secure value of Level 2 by far

BATTERY PACK
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HEADQUARTERS MONDSEE

KOMPERDELL GmbH
Wagnermühle 30

5310 Mondsee • Austria
phone: +43/6232/4201-0

fax: +43/6232/3545
e-mail: sales@komperdell.com

homepage: www.komperdell.com




